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CUMBRIA POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER’S PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY CONFERENCE
The Police and Crime Commissioner’s Public Accountability Conference will take place on
Friday 28th June 2019 in Conference Room 3, Police Headquarters, Carleton Hall, Penrith,
at 10.00am.
The purpose of the Conference is to enable the Police and Crime Commissioner to hold
the Chief Constable to account for operational performance.

G Shearer
Chief Executive

Attendees:
Police & Crime Commissioner
OPCC Chief Executive
Joint Chief Finance Officer
Chief Constable

-

Mr Peter McCall (Chair)
Ms Gill Shearer
Mr Roger Marshall
Mrs Michelle Skeer

AGENDA
PART 1 – ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS AND
PUBLIC
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

URGENT BUSINESS AND EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
To consider (i) any urgent items of business and (ii) whether the press and public should be
excluded from the Meeting during consideration of any Agenda item where there is likely
disclosure of information exempt under s.100A(4) and Part I Schedule A of the Local
Government Act 1972 and the public interest in not disclosing outweighs any public interest in
disclosure.

3.

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
An opportunity (not exceeding 20 minutes) to deal with any questions which have
been provided in writing within at least three clear working days before the meeting
date to the Chief Executive.

4.

DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS
Attendees are invited to disclose any personal/prejudicial interest, which they may
have in any of the items on the Agenda. If the personal interest is a prejudicial
interest, then the individual should not participate in a discussion of the matter and
must withdraw from the room unless a dispensation has previously been obtained.

5.

MINUTES OF MEETING
To receive and approve the minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on
the 9th May 2019 (copy enclosed)

6.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
To receive a verbal update from the Constabulary in relation to performance for the
most recent 12 months rolling total data, as agreed in the Police and Crime Plan
Accountability Framework

7.

SERIOUS VIOLENT CRIME IN CUMBRIA: RESPONDING TO THE GOVERNMENT’S
SERIOUS CRIME STRATEGY
To receive and note a Constabulary presentation in relation to ‘Serious Violent Crime
in Cumbria: Responding to the Government’s Serious Crime Strategy’

8.

FOCUS OUR POLICE ON ONLINE CRIME
To receive and note a Constabulary presentation in relation to ‘Focus our Police on
Online Crime’

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

CUMBRIA POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY CONFERENCE
Minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on
Wednesday 9th May 2019 at Carleton Hall, Penrith
at 10:00am

PRESENT
Police & Crime Commissioner - Mr Peter McCall (Chair)
Also present:
Chief Finance Officer (Roger Marshall);
Deputy Chief Finance Officer (Michelle Bellis);
OPCC Deputy Chief Executive (Gill Shearer);
OPCC Executive Support Officer (Paula Coulter) – taking minutes
In attendance:
Member of the press;

PART 1 – ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC

001.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were received from the Chief Constable (Michelle Skeer); Deputy Chief
Constable (Mark Webster); and T/Assistant Chief Constable (Andy Slattery);

002.

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

No questions had been received from members of the public prior to the meeting.

003.

URGENT BUSINESS AND EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC

There were no items of urgent business to be considered by the Committee.
RESOLVED, that under section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, (as amended),
the press and public be excluded from the meeting during consideration of the following items
on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the
paragraph indicated in Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act –
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Item No
13

004.

Item
Constabulary Revenue Budget Provisional Outturn
Report 2018/19 – Appendix E

Paragraph No

DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS

There were no disclosures of any personal interest relating to any item on the Agenda.

005.

MINUTES

The Chair presented the minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on the 27th
March 2019, these had previously been circulated with the agenda. The minutes were agreed
as an accurate record and signed by the Chair.

RESOLVED,

that, the
(i)

006.

Minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on the 27th March
2019 be confirmed as a correct record and signed by the Chair;

DECISION 009-2019 – CAPITAL BUDGET PROVISIONAL OUTTURN 2018/19

The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer, and provided details of the
provisional outturn on the capital budget for 2018/19. It was noted that the figures quoted at
this stage are provisional as the final accounts are still subject to audit, but it is not envisaged
that there will be any significant changes.
The report shows that capital expenditure in the year amounted to £5.2m (60%) of the
approved adjusted budget of £8.6m. The variance of £3.4 (40%) is largely as a result of
slippage to future years (of which £2.5m had already been reported in previous quarterly
reports). The slippage is mainly in respect of two ICT schemes E Business and Control Room
Futures where the planned profile of spend has moved into the 2019/20 financial year and
the estates scheme in relation to the construction of the Eden Deployment Centre on the HQ
site where a slight delay in the construction programme has meant that one of the staged
payments has moved from March 2019 into the 2019/20 financial year.
The report provides further details in respect of the main categories of capital expenditure of
ICT, Estates, fleet and other.
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The Commissioner was specifically asked to:







Note the provisional capital outturn position for 2018/19 as reported.
Formally approve a change to the 2018/19 programme budget of £2k, being a net increase
arising from completed schemes and returned budgets.
Formally approve the decision to fund 2018/19 expenditure on the Eden Deployment
Centre from internal borrowing.
Formally approve the changes to the 4-year capital strategy arising from re-profiling and
detailed planning of approved schemes. For 2019/20 this approval includes and additional
£28k for investment in electric/hybrid vehicles to enable to exploration of the implications
for a greener fleet.
Approve the determinations at section 4 (paragraph 4.1), in respect of the financing of the
2018/19 capital expenditure.

Following a discussion, the presentation was noted and the recommendations as detailed
within the report were all approved.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)
(ii)

007.

The presentation be noted; and
The Recommendations as detailed within the report were all
approved;

CONSTABULARY REVENUE BUDGET PROVISIONAL OUTTURN REPORT 2018/19

The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer, and provided details of the
provisional outturn on the Constabulary’s revenue budget for 2018/19. The figures quoted at
this stage are reported as provisional as the final accounts are still subject to audit but it is not
envisaged that there will be any significant changes.
The figures show net revenue expenditure on Constabulary controlled and managed budgets
amounting to £115.397m which represents an overspend of £217k (0.19%) against the
approved adjusted budget of £115.180m.
The overspend is made up of an overspend on expenditure budgets of £836k (0.69%) offset by
additional income totalling £619k (10.21%).
The final overspend of £217k represents a reduction of £429k compared to the overspend
reported at the end of Quarter 3 at 31 December of £646k. It should, however, be noted that
the overspend has already been reduced through the agreed application of revenue budget
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reserves amounting to £470k. The net overspend prior to application of reserves is therefore
£687k which represents 0.6% of the adjusted budget.
The principal changes in the last quarter of the financial year related to reductions in
expenditure on supplies and services and additional income. Forecasts in relation to officer,
PCSO and staff pay have been accurate from early in the financial year .
Following a discussion the report was noted.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)

008.

The presentation be noted;

DECISION 010-2019 FINANCIAL OUTTURN REPORT 2018/19

The report was presented by the Chief Finance Officer and detailed the revenue budget
financial outturn for the Commissioner for the 2018/19 financial year. Total net expenditure
amounts to £98.823m compared to an approved budget of £98.627m. This is a net variance of
£196k (0.20%). The variance represents an overspend of £217k in relation to funding provided
to the Constabulary and an underspend of £21k on budgets managed by the OPCC. The
forecast variation of £196k represents a reduction in the forecast overspend of £427k
compared to the £623k reported as at 31 December 2018.



The Commissioner was asked to note the combined provisional outturn position of an
overspend of £196k for the financial year 2018/19.
The Commissioner was asked to approve the financing of this overspend through a
drawdown of the budget support earmarked reserve. It should be noted that a
contribution was made to the budget support reserve during 2018/19 as a result of an
underspend on the Business Intelligence capital project, which offsets the sum utilised to
meet the revenue budget overspend.

Following a discussion, the presentation was noted and the recommendations as detailed
within the report were all approved.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)
(ii)

The presentation be noted; and
The Recommendations as detailed within the report were all
approved;
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009. TREASURY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES JANUARY to MARCH 2019 and ANNUAL REPORT
2018/19
The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer. The Commissioner approves an
annual treasury management strategy in February each year, this report provides details of
treasury management activities undertaken in the final quarter of the 2018/19 and provides an
overall annual report for the year.
The report provides details on page 2 of investment income received in the year which
amounted to £146k and was £71k (95%) above the original target budget of £75k.
Page 4 of 8 provides key statistics in relation to TM for the year:
During 2018/19 the average daily balance invested was £21.9m. The average return on
investments for the year works out at 0.67% and identical to the average base rate for the year.
The Commissioner will recall that the base rate increased from 0.50% to 0.75% on 2 August
2018.
During 2018/19 a total of 218 individual investments were made which amounted to £136m.
The maximum invested at one time peaked at £35.11m in early July following the receipt of the
home office pensions top up grant.
The report provides details on Appendix A at page 6 of the outstanding investments as at 31
March which amounted to £14.0m (compared with £15.9m at 31/03/18).
The report also provides assurance on page 5 (and in more detail at Appendix B) that the
Commissioners prudential indicators set as part of the strategy in February have are all being
complied with during the year.
Commissioner remains debt free at the end of 2018/19 but has an underlying need to borrow
as measured by the capital financing requirement. The CFR amounted to £17.98m at the start
of 2018/19 and at the end of the year was £19.35m. This sum includes £4.8m in relation to the
financing of the PFI.
Following a discussion, the presentation was noted.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)

The presentation be noted;
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010.

DECISION 011-2019 INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19

The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer, and provided a summary of
the outcomes of internal audit work for 2018/19. The report is included as part of the overall
assurance arrangements for the commissioner. The report includes the Head of Internal
Audit’s opinion on the effectiveness of the PCC and CC arrangements for risk management,
governance and internal controls in accordance with the requirements of the Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards.
The overall opinion of the HoIA based on work undertaken is that of Reasonable Assurance.
Overall 93% of finalised audits resulted in reasonable or substantial assurance. The work of IA
is considered to provide an appropriate level of coverage to provide the opinion.
The HoIA has also noted that all audits received a positive response from management and
action plans were agreed to address all recommendations.
The commissioner is asked to note the report and note that it will be considered by JAC on
23/05/19 as part of the suite of governance reports alongside the statutory statement of
accounts.

The Commissioner was asked to note:
 The progress in delivering the 2018/19 audit plan.
 The Head of Internal Audit’s opinion and assurance statement on the PCC and the Chief
Constable’s overall systems of governance, risk management and internal control for the
year ended 31st March 2019.
 The Head of Internal Audit’s declaration of conformance with the mandatory Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards.
 The results of the Quality Assurance and Improvement programme
 The Head of Internal Audit’s declaration of Internal Audit independence as required by the
PSIAS.
Following a discussion, the presentation was noted and the recommendations as detailed
within the report were all approved.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)
(ii)

The presentation be noted; and
The Recommendations as detailed within the report were all
approved;
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011.

DECISION 012-2019 – EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR AUDIT 2018/19

The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer, which provided details of the
effectiveness of the arrangements for audit (Item 11a) and the effectiveness of the Joint Audit
Committee (Item 11b). Both reports are provided for the Commissioner as part of a review of
the overall contribution these functions make towards the arrangements for governance.
Item 11a - Review of Effectiveness of Arrangement for Audit
Assurances in respect of arrangements for audit are part of a robust governance framework.
The arrangements for audit support the Commissioner, Chief Constable and JAC in placing
reliance on the opinion of the Head of Internal Audit and the work and reports of the internal
audit team. An effective internal audit service is also a characteristic within the 7 principles of
the CIPFA good governance framework.
CIPFA defines the system of internal audit as the entirety of the arrangements put in place by
the entity including any oversight committee. This report therefore covers both the work of
internal audit and the JAC committee.
Section 2 deals with arrangements for internal audit. IA are reviewed on the basis of
compliance with Public Sector Internal Audit Standards PSIAS. The head of internal audit has
included within her annual report a statement of conformance with the standards (previous
report agenda item 10).
As part of the requirements for governance, internal audit have a Quality Assurance and
Improvement Programme (QAIP) and this provides reasonable assurance that internal audit is
performing its work in accordance with the internal audit charter. The QAIP and Internal Audit
Charter were reviewed by members at the March meeting.
During November 2017 the first external quality assessment of internal audit was carried out.
The overall assessment from the report was that the internal audit function “generally
conforms” to the PSIAS, this is the highest possible outcome with the others being “partially
conforms” and “does not conform”.
Appendix A (pages 7-11) provides a summary of the completed self-assessment in relation to
internal audit. Appendix B (pages 12-19) provides an evaluation of the role of the Head of
Internal Audit.
Whilst the review of IA against the PSIAS provides the primary source of assurance, further
assurance is taken from the opinion of the external auditors. This is included within the Grant
Thornton progress update reports presented to JAC which concludes that internal audit work
continues to provide independent and satisfactory service to the PCC/CC and that their work
contributes to an effective internal control environment.
Section 3 of the report deals with the effectiveness of arrangements for an audit committee.
These have been assessed against the revised (2018) CIPFA guidance on audit committees. The
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arrangements for JAC are covered in more detail in the net agenda item (item 11b). The overall
conclusion is that the JAC is effective in its operation.
The Commissioner is asked to consider the recommendations set out in section 5.2.

Item 11b - Review of Effectiveness of JAC
As part of the overall arrangement for governance an annual review of the effectiveness of this
committee is undertaken.
Guidance is contained within CIPFAs publication Audit Committee’s a practical guide for LA and
Police. The CIPFA guidance which was updated in 2018 recommends that this review is
undertaken on an annual basis. The review covers 4 main areas:
 Core committee function
 Wider functions (ethical values and treasury management)
 Independence and accountability
 Membership and effectiveness
In each area a self-assessment exercise is carried out and a score of 1-5 (with 5 being the
highest level of effectiveness) is carried out.
Core functions is split into 10 sub sections. The committee achieves 5/5 in all of the 10 sub
sections. The committee achieves a score of 5 for wider functions, independence and
accountability and membership and effectiveness indicating the highest level of effectiveness.
Following a request from the committee in previous years, the report for 2018/19 again
includes statements from the Commissioner and Chief Constable on page 6.
The report includes in the appendices A-F a summary of committee activities by meeting and
on a terms of reference assurance basis, a schedule of committee attendance, role profiles and
the CIPFA good practice check list.
Next steps, once approved this JAC review of Effectiveness is used to produce a more
summarised annual report for the Committee. This annual report will be prepared and
circulated to JAC members in advance of it being approved at the July meeting and will then by
presented by the Chair to the meeting of the Police and Crime Panel at their meeting on 14
October 2019.
The Commissioner was asked to:
Effectiveness of Arrangements for Audit:
 The Commissioner is asked to consider this report and:
 Determine whether he is satisfied with the effectiveness of Internal Audit for the year to
31 March 2019 and to the date of this meeting, taking into account the views of the Joint
Audit Committee, and
 Consider any areas where the Commissioner might wish to see improvements or changes
in 2019/20.
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Review of Effectiveness of the Joint Audit Committee:
 The Commissioner is asked to consider this report and:
 Determine whether he is satisfied with the effectiveness of the Joint Audit Committee for
the year to 31 March 2019 and to the date of this meeting, and
 Consider any areas where the Commissioner might wish to see improvements or changes
in 2019/20.
Following a discussion, the presentation was noted and the recommendations as detailed
within the report were all approved.

RESOLVED,

that,
(i)
(ii)

The presentation be noted; and
The Recommendations as detailed within the report were all
approved;

012. DECISION 013-2019 EFFECTIVENESS OF GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS (OPCC)
2018/19
The Commissioner received a report from the Chief Executive and Chief Finance Officer
regarding the arrangements for governance and accompanied by the Commissioner’s
Annual Governance Statement for 2018/19. This consisted of a suite of 3 reports that set
out the effectiveness of the governance arrangements. The Commissioner is required from
accounts and audit regulations to undertake a review of internal controls and provide an
annual audit statement.
The Commissioner was asked to:
 Where applicable, consider the recommendations of the Joint Audit Committee,
determining any actions and/or amendments to the Code of Corporate Governance
2019/20 and Annual Governance Statement 2018/19
 Approve for signature, where applicable with amendments, the Annual Governance
Statement for 2018/19 and to the date of this meeting, which will then accompany the
Statement of Accounts for 2018/19
Following a discussion, the presentation was noted and the recommendations as detailed
within the report were all approved.
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RESOLVED,

that,
(i)
(ii)

013.

The presentation be noted; and
The Recommendations as detailed within the report were all
approved;

APPLEBY HORSE FAIR – VERBAL UPDATE

A statement was provided by the Chief Constable in response to a question asked by the Police
& Crime Commissioner to provide assurance around the Constabulary preparations for the
operational policing element of Appleby Horse Fair 2019. The statement was read out by the
Chief Finance Officer on behalf of the Chief Constable. A copy of the statement is available on
the Commissioner’s website, at the end of the papers from the PAC meeting held 9 th May 2019.

(Note: Members of the press and public left the meeting)
PART 2 – ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC

014. CONSTABULARY REVENUE BUDGET PROVISIONAL OUTTURN REPORT 2018/19 –
APPENDIX E
The document was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer, and detailed a list of bad
debts that had been written off during 2018/19.
Following a discussion, the document was noted.
RESOLVED,

that,
(i)

The document be noted;
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The Commissioner expressed his thanks to the Chief Finance Officer, the Deputy Chief Finance
Officer and the rest of the Finance Team for all of their hard work in producing the accounts for
the year in such a professional and timely manner.

Meeting concluded at 10:45am

Signed: ___________________________

Date: _____________________________
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Public Accountability Conference
Friday 28th June 2019
Year End Performance 2018/19
DCC M Webster

Context
• Increases in crime nationally
• Office of National Statistics analysis
–Interpret numbers with caution
• Crime Data Integrity changes
• Increased confidence to report

Different Datasets

•Different surveys have different uses
•Crime Survey England & Wales
–Assessed as most representative overall
•Police Crime Data
–Best for high-harm reports

Office of National Statistics on Police Data
• An increase in the number of offences recorded is unlikely to
indicate a real rise, but rather largely reflects changes in reporting
and recording practices.
• For the latest figures this relates to:
– violent crime, particularly violence without injury offences
which includes stalking and harassment
– sexual offences
– stalking and harassment
– public order offences

Force Context
• Cumbria 1 of only 2 forces graded ‘Outstanding’ for crime data
integrity (CDI)
• This impacts on numbers recorded & confidence to report
• Assessed as ‘Good’ across all areas of prevention, investigating &
tackling crime
• Some areas we show higher increases than national averages,
some lower
– e.g. overall crime +7% (national) versus +29% (Cumbria)
– Assessed as a result of CDI progress
– Also, time period relevant as previous years we bucked the
trend in the other direction i.e. our increases came later

Variances
• Robbery:
– +11% (national) v +49%(Cumbria) an increase from 95 to 142
offences
– Many drug related debts or drug induced & chaotic
– CDI changes
• Violence Against the Person:
– +19% (national) v +53% (Cumbria)
• Sexual Offences:
– +10% (national) v +26% (Cumbria)
– Increased confidence to report, CDI & non-recent offences
• Increases in Hate Crime (mainly race related)

• Reductions in Burglary
• -31% reduction in Anti-Social Behaviour
• Balanced by some increases elsewhere (eg public order) but
overall significant reduction

Changing Nature of Crime

Comparison with Most Similar Forces

Serious Violent Crime in Cumbria:
Responding to the Government's
Serious Violence Strategy

Public Accountability Conference
Friday 28th June 2019

PURPOSE
To provide the Commissioner with assurance that
the Constabulary is taking action to address
serious violence in Cumbria and has developed an
approach to support the delivery of the
Government’s Strategy and its aims.

CONTEXT

THE
SERIOUS
VIOLENCE
STRATEGY

FUTURE
DEMAND

CONTEXT:
Scope of offences

Serious Violent Crime:
•Assault with intent to cause serious harm

•Manslaughter
•Murder

CONTEXT:
Cumbria trends over last 3 yrs –
Crimes per yr & Crimes per month

CONTEXT:
MSG – No. of SVC offences comparisons for last 3
years
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CONTEXT:
Comparison nationally per 1000 population

CONTEXT:
MSG – Comparison of Positive Outcome % last 3
years
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CONTEXT:
Breakdown of Outcomes – Last 12 Months

27%
46%

27%

Charged / Summoned
Suspect NOT ID - Evidential difficulties with victim
Suspect ID - Evidential difficulties with victim

CONTEXT:
Possible drivers for the increase in SVC
CRIME DATA INTEGRITY:
• Increased recording from 3rd Party reporting which would not previously result
in a crime, including DA.
SERIOUS & ORGANISED CRIME:
• Emergence of the County Lines threat with associated SVC.
• Continued threats relating to Class A Drug supply
NIGHT TIME ECONOMY & ALCOHOL:
• Increased focus on licensed premises, CCTV coverage, effective door
management resulting in increased reports.
• 40% of SVC is alcohol related – Accessible cheap alcohol

THE SERIOUS VIOLENCE STRATEGY:
Cumbria Constabulary’s approach
• Governance - Strategic lead – DCS Dean Holden
• SVC Strategy on a page and Delivery Plan launched Feb 2019
• 4 Key Strands aligned to Force leads at Supt level/
• Bi-Monthly SVC Delivery Group (SVCDG) – chaired by the DCS
• SVCDG report into the LPSCB chaired by the ACC
• Actions within the Delivery Plan are included in the CCIP
• Major Crime Review Board also introduced in Sept 18

THE SERIOUS VIOLENCE STRATEGY:
SVC Strategy on a page

THE SERIOUS VIOLENCE STRATEGY:
Progress to date
STRAND 1 -TACKLING COUNTY LINES & MISUSE OF DRUGS
• Operation Horizon / Operation Nile – Successful CL operations in South & North
• Collaboration with NCA NCLCC
• Awareness training with partners & Engagement with Service providers
• Egerton Court Hub
• Introduction of Covert Tasking Meeting
• SOC Partnership approach
STRAND 2 -EARLY INTERVENTION & PREVENTION
• Collaboration with partners re Early Intervention initiative
• Awareness training to CSC Practitioners and Education
• Operation Encompass – DA initiative in schools
• Safeguarding Help Desk
• Engagement with Focus Family
• ACE training and TIC approach with Health – JSNA
• MACE / MET subgroups
• Youth Advocacy Service

THE SERIOUS VIOLENCE STRATEGY:
Progress to date
STRAND 3 - SUPPORTING COMMUNITIES & LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS
• Op Sceptre – Knife Crime Amnesty (March 19) 280 weapons surrendered.
• Pro-active NPT (extra 25) utilised for dedicated SVC activity for outstanding wanted – 55 arrested (March 19)
• PCC representation at the SVCDG
• Development of A & E ‘TIIG’ Data to influence preventative strategies.
STRAND 4 -LAW ENFORCEMENT & CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESPONSE
• Brand of ‘Operation Legacy’ developed for coordinated activity
• Increased focus on Firearms License Holders: Legal to illegal threat
• Use of ‘TIIG’ data for targeted activity
• Additional Knife Amnesty planned
• SVC SPOC’s identified in each TPA to coordinate activity
• Growth in CAST Detectives to deal with SVC – Focus on the quality of service to victims and the investigations.
• Improvement of data quality to support better analysis.

FUTURE DEMAND:
2019 Performance so far
Quarter 1 comparisons – Last 4 years
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Q1 2016: 17 Crimes / 3 P.O. (18%)
Q1 2017: 20 Crimes / 11 P.O. (55%)
Q1 2019: 48 Crime / 14P.O (29%)
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FUTURE DEMAND – How will we meet it?

PROCESSES

LEADERSHIP

PEOPLE

COLLABORATION

KEEP
CUMBRIA
SAFE

Cyber and Online criminality
Public Accountability Conference
June 2019
Detective Chief Inspector
Nick Coughlan

Purpose:
To provide the Commissioner with assurance that the Constabulary:
PURSUE
• Explain how the Constabulary is targeting online offenders, including examples of police operations and
describing what impact these have had.
• Describe the Constabulary’s level of engagement with other bodies (locally, regionally and nationally) to help
develop its response to online crime.
• In addition, what assurance can the Constabulary provide the Commissioner that cases of online crime are
allocated appropriately and investigated robustly?
PREPARE
• Explain how learning, development and training material is disseminated within the Constabulary to enable
an effective first response to those reporting online crime and to ensure the right specialist capabilities are in
place to deal with online crime.
PROTECT
• How the Constabulary engages with the public and businesses to help protect them from online crimes?
• What the Constabulary is doing to encourage victims of online crime to come forward and report these
serious offences?
• The support services available for victims of online crime.
PREVENT
• Within this section, explain what the Constabulary is doing to identify and support those at risk of online
crime.

Definitions
A cyber dependant crime is when a computer system and/or
the internet is exploited to attack another computer or
network system for some form of gain, reaction, kudos or
harm. Examples include hacking, denial of service, ransomware
and malware.

A cyber enabled crime is one of any existing crime type which is
transformed in scale, speed or reach by the use of computers
and the internet, for example fraud, child sexual exploitation,
making and distribution of illegal images of children.

Cumbria context

Cyber and Digital Crime Unit (CDCU)
• A digital forensic team is responsible for examination and data
extraction from digital devices, including mobile phones and
computers.
• A digital media investigation team is primarily responsible for
investigating online child sexual abuse, including the making and
sharing of indecent images of children. They will assist with other
crime types with a complex cyber-enabled or online feature.
• A cyber team are primarily responsible for preventing, preparing,
protecting people from and pursuing cyber dependant crime.

Cyber and Digital Crime Unit (CDCU)
Detective Inspector
Cyber and Digital Crime Unit (CDCU)

Detective Sergeant
Intelligence and Digital Media
Coordinator

Detective Constable X 2

Office Manager Digital Forensic
Unit
Detective Sergeant
Investigations

Detective Constable X 2 (Cyber
dependent crime)
Detective Constable (Online Child
Abuse)

Detective Constable X3
(forensic examiners)
Phone Examiners x 2
Technician x 1

Prevent
keeping people safe from Cyber threats
• Joint work with CT Prevent to deliver messages across the county
Schools network.
• Immersive labs – signposting those at risk to a platform to deliver
training, identification of cyber risk, develop risk profiles and
security strategy.
• Developing a presence at coding clubs and gaming events to
deliver Prevent advice.
• School competition to deliver CDCU logo – opportunity to engage
and build confidence.
• Development of input for Mini Police and Cadets to deliver key
Prevent messages to peer groups.

Prepare
Investing in teams – effective first response
• DC2 Student course get a one week input on digital and cyber
crime
• ICIDP get 3 days input on digital and cyber crime
• A 7 minute briefing is being developed for all staff
• Cyber SharePoint page is being developed with advice and
guidance.
• A scene action card for cyber crime is being developed for golden
hour tasks.
• Rollout of national Police Cyber App.
• Cyber team obtaining 3 immersive labs licences for Cumbria
Cyber team for online training and support.

Protect
Engagement, encouraging victims and support.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Get Safe online events – county wide
Online campaigns – example Phish and Chip Friday campaign
Opening of the new CDCU and the media campaign.
CDCU engaging with business and education (primary and
secondary heads) groups to deliver 4P messages.
Cyber victims referred to support services and signposted to
Cumbria Together.
Operation Signature support for vulnerable victims (tasked and
managed by Economic Crime Unit)
Review of reporting processes.
First Cyber apprentice from NDA/Energus starting in September
2019

PURSUE
CDCU workload
Online Child Abuse / IIOC - Referrals since April 2018
• CEOP/NCA – 48
• Self generated – 56
• ROCU - 8
Of note:
All referrals are fully assessed and tasked for action when the intelligence tipping point is reached.
Some referrals may resolve to same address
Some referrals resolve to location OFA
Online Child Abuse / IIOC cases - Enforcement Action since April 2018
• 40 x Arrests
• 20 nominals charged / 23 cases ongoing (those charged since April 2018 may have been arrested
before that date)
Cyber
• 26 referrals since Jan 2019

Questions…..
Nick Coughlan
Detective Chief Inspector
Crime Command

